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9/23/96 
Dear Dennis, 

I'm bled that you and Gerry think the suggestiond 1  made will work and do 

brhth simplify what you plan and tell you that you will not be overwhelmed. I was 

troublegYthat reaction because I believe what you plan is very worthwhile. 

Up 4ith Ocean! Or if you prefer, Ockham. 
1 

Bill sent Steve hutirt a copy offaketh. Stove was quite pleaeed. Be phoned 

but I was asleep and he told Lit not tho 'wake mc. Said he'd be do_r r when the 

baseball season is over. Which will be pretty soon. 

I'll b._ glad to get th LoFpetaire stuff .because I've rail out of what to 

read and correct. 

We did enjon. Bill's Uisit. We loci: forward to Dave this week. But when 

be phoned yeuterday h.! auid it will be for a d'ay less than he'd hoped. 

I hope there is onough root for that clematis to live and grow. They can 

get-and am 21- beautiful and they bloom when most blooms are past. 

Bill Mills sent me a bound set of stuff from Internet, about an inch of it. 

I'm Impreeed by hoe little the people represented know and how much they 

think they know. 

It does Dieing= if this in a fair sample. 

Some of those pr:ople ucnt back almost 3 decades and reprinted lengthy 

articles of that era. 

I'm sure there may be what is worthwhile but there was nothing like that 

in this selection from it. 	 / I  I 
Thardal and best, 4,710,/1:4( 

.%1 
round another box of records and writing intended for Ebnorable Men. Jerry went over 

it and copied what he triinim he can une. a can tell you better than I what is in 
that box. It is filed with the manuscripts and with the other materials I'd mis-

laid laid and did not use' in th ,t writing. It is in a box that is leballed. 


